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This number system is also known as Sinhala Illakkam. This
number system does not have a zero place holder concept,
unlike the Sinhala astrological numbers, Sinhala Lith
Illakkam, encoded in the range 0DE6-0DEF.

Historical digits
111E1 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT ONE
111E2 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT TWO
111E3 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT THREE
111E4 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT FOUR
111E5 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT FIVE
111E6 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT SIX
111E7 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT SEVEN
111E8 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT EIGHT
111E9 SINHALA ARCHAIC DIGIT NINE

Historical numbers
111EA SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER TEN
111EB SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER TWENTY
111EC SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER THIRTY
111ED SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER FORTY
111EE SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER FIFTY
111EF SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER SIXTY
111F0 SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER SEVENTY
111F1 SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER EIGHTY
111F2 SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER NINETY
111F3 SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER ONE HUNDRED
111F4 SINHALA ARCHAIC NUMBER ONE THOUSAND
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